MOHAMMED   AND   CHARLEMAGNE
could make themselves understood, and understand others, in any
part of "Romania." It was perhaps more incorrect in the faorth.
of France than elsewhere, but nevertheless, it was a spoken and
written language. The Church did not hesitate to employ it for the
purposes of propaganda, administration, and justice.1
This language was taught in the schools. Laymen learned and
wrote it. Its relation to the Latin of the Empire was like that of
the cursive in which it was written to die writing of the Roman
epoch. And since it was still written and extensively employed for
the purposes of administration and commerce, it became stabilized.
But it was destined to disappear in the course of die great .dis-
orders of die 8di century. The political anarchy, the reorganization
of the Church, the disappearance of the cities and of commerce
and administration, especially the financial administration, and of
the secular schools, made its survival, with its Latin soul, impossible.
It became debased, and was transformed, according to the region,
into various Romanic dialects. The details of the process are lost,
but it is certain that Latin ceased to be spoken about the year 800,
except by the clergy.2
Now, it was precisely at this moment, when Latin ceased to be
a living language, and was replaced by the rustic idioms from
which the national languages are derived, that it became what it
was to remain through the centuries: a learned language: a novel
mediaeval feature which dates from the Carolingian epoch,
It is curious to note diat the origin of this phenomenon must
be sought in the only Romanic country in which the Germanic
invasion had completely extirpated Romanism: in Britain, among
the Anglo-Saxons.
The conversion of this country was organized, as we have seen,
1 h. hbbnne, De r&at <fe Vinstruction de$ laiques a ffyoqut mtrovmgiennt)
bevue benedictine, vol. XLVI, 1934, pp. x6s-X77,
* In Bi$ a provincial synod assembled at Toun enacted: Ut easdem homilias
quisque aperte trans/em studmt in rusticam Romanam linguam, aut Theotiscam,
quofadUus cuncti possint intdligm quae dicuntur. Cf. OAMttiSCHEG, Romania
Getmcmka, vol. I, p. 295, The text is in maksi, Sacrorum Contitiorum , . .
. col 85.
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